My Settings: Your personalized account information, profile and access to any created “co-branded” video files.

Business Groups: Select the product business groups you are interested in filtering content for. This selection must be made from the HOME page only.

Country and Language Settings: Customize your product content by choosing from 72 countries and 32 languages. This selection must be made from the HOME page only.

Messages and Announcements & Gamification: Used to share HPSC enhancement updates and other HP news.

Submit Support Tickets/Report Issues: access HPSC FAQs and Guides, if available.

Search: Product name, SKU, or keyword/topic. Once you enter the search results page, select the type of content you want to see from the left side filters. Reminder! Search is driven by Business Group selection, so if you’ve limited the BG’s, you may see “no results.”

Upper Menu: Use the tabs across the top, or the options in the mid menu to explore content within. Learn = HP University, Products (assets, collateral, compatible products, accessories, etc.) Competitive content, Software, Solutions, Services, and Industries. Plan = Specialty sales site connections. Generate Demand = Marketing Central, New Product Introduction Projects, Collateral filtering.

Tools: A complete list of all the tools within HP Sales Central.

What’s New: Find Products that have entered the system, or have been updated significantly within the past 60 days.

Favorites: Each user’s saved favorites from within HPSC!

Compare Products: Add tiles for topics you want, remove the ones you don’t! If you are not sure, use the standard default to reset the selections. Move tiles around or select the listed view from the right side of the page.